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 Mr. DonutPC is one of the best and trusted PC gaming sites providing downloading, patching and advice for PC games.
Initiated by The Donut in 2003, we continue to bring you the best PC gaming articles, reviews, news, features and more. Games

featured on Mr. DonutPC include No More Heroes, Sonic the Hedgehog 4, Human Revolution and Dragon Quest IX. With
years of experience, we have established ourselves as the best PC gaming site. Our motto is: "The Best PC Gaming Site". It’s our

pleasure to present to you the latest offering from the developers of PlayStation®2 classic Men of War™, the critically
acclaimed Men of War™ Condemned Heroes™! Introducing an even bigger – and vastly improved – experience that catapults

Men of War Condemned Heroes to the top of the PC hit list! Men of War Condemned Heroes sees the return of the Gothic
theme that has made Men of War such a memorable series, with a return to the epic highs and in-your-face lows of an RPG. As

new characters are introduced to the multiplayer RPG action, so is a stunning, brand new story. Players will be fighting for
survival on a vast and ravaged post-apocalyptic island, against the hordes of predators, cannibals and warlords who rule their

domain. Features New storyline Assault on the island of Condemned Heroes begins with the first episode as gamers take on the
role of Vincenzo, a young bloodthirsty mercenary hired by a mysterious and enigmatic man named Father and sent on a mission
to find the lost children of Yannis, an enigmatic man who has long vanished. The game opens as Vincenzo and his team venture
into the unknown, armed only with his own set of skills and a mysterious relic – a metal cross whose power is as yet unknown to

Vincenzo. To find out more about the game, go to or Casting studio The new Men of War movie takes place entirely on the
island of Condemned Heroes. Hundreds of film locations have been set up to shoot the epic action. Shooting has already started

and will continue until early next year. When you play the game you'll get to witness the filming of 82157476af
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